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Introduction

The atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons since 1945 caused

significant increase in the concentration of atmospheric
_4C(3). Since 1963, when the test ban treaty took effect, the 14C

concentration in our air supplYl_as been decreasing gradually(l,

3, 5, 6, Ii, 12, and 14). The C eoncentrati_ in human tissue

reached its maximum aroundl_966-1967(6)._ The C concentration

in plants that a_imilate C directly by photosynthesis reflects
the atmospheric C concentratlon. Carbon-14 is then transferred
into the human body through the food-chain.

It is presumed based on animal experiments, that the

collagen of human teeth is metabolically inert after its

formation(4)14 This implies that the collagen ofl_aCh tooth
retains the C concentration that reflects the C concentration

in the blood at the time]_hen the collagen metabolism ceased.
The distribution of the C concentration in the collagen of

teeth from subjects of various ages would follow a pattern

similar to that shown by soft tissues. We clearly showed that
the C concentration in teeth reached the prominently high peak

around 1967-1968 in the provious paper(9). In this paper we

elucidate presents the relationship b_ween the number of nuclear
weapon tests and the distribution of C concentration in teeth.

Materials and methods

Materials

Sixty one out of 298 teeth extracted for dental therapy from

July 1987 to February 1991 from 279 patients who were residents

of Aichi Prefecture, Japan, were used in this study. All teeth

were permanent ones except for one baby tooth from a child born
in 1981. Extraneous substances like amalgam were removed. The

teeth, weighing from 410 to 2,300 mg, were carefully freed of

adhering soft tissue by scraping and washing in water with a

sonicator. The surface of the tooth was further cleaned by

immersing it in 6N HCf for 2 h. The tooth collagen was extracted

by decalcification of the tooth in 3N HCl. lt was then dried at

50 C and converted to amorphous carbon in a vacuum line by
heating at from 140 to 400 C for 30 h.

Measurements

14
The C concentration was measured by a Tandetron

accelerator mass spectrometer (AMS)(7) at the Radioisotope

Center, Nagoya University. Specimens for AMS analysis were

prepared by mixing 3-16 mg of the amorphous carbon with 27-140 mg

of silver powder and then pressing the mixture into a pellet of 3

mm in diameter as a target for AMS.

14

The numbers of C atoms of' specimens and standard samples
were directly counted for 150-200 min using the AMS, The C

The measured concentration C, C excess per rail _la_ve to
the standard, was calculated by using the ratios of -C: C of

the standard sample and unknown samplel4
The corrected concentration of C per mil as compared to



t
}_ standard sample was obtained by correcting t_ measured value

-C for the isot_icl_ractionation per rail of C by using

_verage value in C/- C rati_ r'elative to the P.D.B. Chicago
[,[mestone Standard(2). The C concentration in the 22 collagen

samples of birth years from 1927 to 1981 were also measured,

Root completion

The ages of crown completion, eruption, and root completion

of each tooth are different throughout the dentition development
period. Table I shows the root completion age and its median

va]ue for various teeth(t0), Although the root c_ompletion ages

differ slightly between the upper and lower jaws(10), the cited

values for both jaws, with the exception of the third molar,
coincided with the median age within one year. We assumed that

collagen formation of each tooth was complete at the median of

the age of root completion.

Results and Discussion

14
Fig. i shows the C concentration plotted against the

root completion year, calculated by adding the median of the root

_:omp[etion age, as shown in Table 1, to the birth year. The

concentration increased in 1951, peaked around 1966 and 1977, and
then linearly decreased. The curve was drawn in a way to outline

the upperlimit of the data points. ]'he concentration formed two

major peaks, but was distributed dispersively under the curve. The

average root completion year largely differs from each dention

ranging from 9.5 to 21.5 as shown in Table i. It was possible

that this difference of root completion year dispersed and
broadend the distribution.

In order to figure out the potential feature, the

distribution was analyzed in detaile by sep_{ating the third
molar from other teeth. Fig. 2 shows the _-C distribution of

the third molar of 29 out of 61 samples. Two peaks around 1966
and 1977 were more clearly observed than that in Fig,l, The
first peak was lower than the second peak.

14
Fig. 3 shows the C distribution of other teeth.

Apparent two peaks around 1961 and 1967 were observed as well,
t, hough the distribution was rather dispersive. The peak year
obviously differed from that of the third molar. The second

peak year coincided with the first peak year of the third molar.

Two peaks were observed in both the third molar and

other te_th. The shape of peaks of the third molar was broader
than that of other teeth. These two peaks correspond to the
peaks of the number of nuclear weapon tests in 1958 and 1962.
The first peak year and the second peak year of other teeth
fail be}lind by 3 to ,| years those peaks of the third molar,
respectively. The root completion year of the third molar takes

a longer time of 18-25 years(4). The longer root ¢_ompletion year

,_nused the further' retardation of the I_,_ak years oF the Lhird
molar from other teeth. Althogh the C concentration in

soft tissues, blood, lung tissue, hair and so or,, peaked around
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1966^1967, clear two peaks were not observed, Only a s_ll
shoulder around 1960 was observed(6), In contrast the C
concentration in tooth showed

clear two peaks. This difference isl_xplained by the fact that
teeth collagen retains for llfe the -C deposited during the

growth period, because teeth collag_ is metabolicaly inactive after the
root completion. Conclusively the C concentration in human

teeth collagen makes clear two peaks corresponding to the number
of the nuclear weapon tests.
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14
Fig. 1. Relation of C concentration in human tooth collagen to

the median value of root completion year of the subjects.
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Fig, 2 Re.l,atton of 14C o.oneentration off the third', molar to the
median value of root completion year
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Fig. 3, Relation of 14C eonoentration of the other teeth
exoluding the third molar to the median of root
eompletion year
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